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he numbers may seem perplexing,
but not to Julie Lumeng.
In the 2012 C.S. Mott Children’s
Hospital National Poll on Children’s
Health, 38 percent of the respondents ranked obesity as the leading
health concern for children in their
communities, second by only a
percentage point to insufficient exercise, and it was ranked in the top three in all five previous
annual surveys.
But when the same organization polled parents of obese
children, only 27 percent said they were “very concerned”
about their children’s weight. Obviously, there must be
parents of obese children who recognize it as a problem in
society, but not with their own kids.
Lumeng (M.D. 1997), an associate professor of pediatrics and communicable diseases who has been researching
childhood obesity for a decade, has an explanation.
“We find so often that when a mother is told her child
is obese, her immediate response is to deny it,” she says. “I
think what many mothers hear is ‘you’re a bad mother.’ She
can’t hear that, so her response is my child can’t be obese
because I know I’m a good mother.”
Lumeng’s first major study, published in 2003, showed
that behavioral problems in children as young as 3 were
actually a predictor of future obesity risk. By standing the
conventional interpretation — that obese children had
behavior problems because they were bullied — on its
head, she found herself the subject of considerable media
attention.
“People got riled up,” she recalls. “For a lot of the
journalists I was talking to at the time, their frame for
understanding the problem was that it’s all bad parenting. If
children are both having behavioral problems and obese, it’s
because their parents don’t care about them.”
Since then, Lumeng has found links between childhood
obesity and a number of environmental, biological and
behavioral factors. As is often the case with public health
icebergs whose tips emerge into the media spotlight, it’s not
as simple as it’s usually portrayed.
“I feel like one of the first steps toward addressing childhood obesity is to help the public understand that it’s really
complicated and not just due to ‘bad parenting,’ ” she says.
“The vast majority of mothers are doing the best they can
and don’t want their children to be obese. In order to make
any headway, we have to reframe how we think about
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“THE THEME IN
EVERYTHING WE’RE
DOING NOW IS TO BRING
THE SCIENCE OF CHILD
DEVELOPMENT
AND BEHAVIOR TO
OBESITY RESEARCH.
THERE’S
A LOT OF ELEGANT
RESEARCH IN CHILD
DEVELOPMENT AND
BEHAVIOR, AND OFTEN
THE TWO FIELDS DON’T
COME TOGETHER.”

childhood obesity, and all the mother-blaming we’re doing
is not getting us anywhere.”
Worse than useless, it could even be harmful: parents aren’t likely to seek help for a problem they don’t
acknowledge. Moreover, most of the remedies available
today — improved diet, more physical activity — address
effects, not causes. Finding the latter is, as Lumeng says,
complicated. There are so many places to look, so many
possibilities, so much time required to study long-term
effects, and every time an answer appears, it seems to raise
more questions.
Lumeng is a behavioral pediatrician at Mott, and also has
appointments in the School of Public Health and the Center for Human Growth and Development. “The theme in
everything we’re doing now is to bring the science of child
development and behavior to obesity research,” she says.
“There’s a lot of elegant research in child development and
behavior, and often the two fields don’t come together.”
This creative approach has made her a leader in studying
what is often called an epidemic, but it’s also heightened
her awareness of the issue’s complexity. Poor emotion regulation is involved, and so are authoritarian (but apparently
not neglectful or permissive) parents, and so is a stressful
home life that elevates youngsters’ cortisol (a hormone that
increases appetite, especially for sugar and fat), and so are
maternal feeding styles, the subject of one of her current
investigations.
“Of course, parents have some responsibility,” she says,
“but we also don’t know what the ‘right’ way is to feed kids.
The challenge right now with maternal feeding styles is
no one really knows how to define or conceptualize them,
so we’re trying to identify three to five and see if they’re
related to childhood obesity.”
At the same time, the role of the child in the equation is
a piece that’s been conspicuous by its absence, in her view.
“A substantial proportion of children are obese by age 2.
How do you go from a normal birth weight to being obese
at age 2? We’re trying to figure that out, too.”
That something is likely a blend of genetics, biology and
their environment. “Modern science is only just beginning to understand what drives eating behavior,” says
Lumeng. “When adults are stressed, they can have a glass
of wine or a beer after work. When young children are
stressed, they can turn to food. When you see a 2-year-old
having a tantrum for a cookie, that cookie probably has
biological calming effects that really do make that child
feel better.”

FINDING RELATIONSHIPS
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umeng and her husband, Carey Lumeng (M.D.
2000, Ph.D. 2000, Fellowship 2006), met when they
were students at the Medical School. He was early
in the doctoral phase of his M.D./Ph.D. program. After
they married, he went to Boston for his pediatric residency
and she did a fellowship in developmental and behavioral
pediatrics at Boston Medical Center, “sort of the mecca
for people who want to do pediatrics with low-income
children,” she says.
It was there that she began to suspect relationships
between environment, behavior and obesity. Carey took a
little longer to focus on issues related to obesity, although
he says observing its prevalence in kids “colored my entire
training in pediatrics,” but his path eventually led that
way, too.
And his perspective, while different from Julie’s, is
comparably novel. “I always look at everything with the
eye toward what is a good question to answer with experiments,” says Carey, an assistant professor of pediatrics and
communicable diseases, and of molecular and integrative
physiology. “I entered obesity to see if there were interesting questions that I could sink my teeth into. It turned out
there were.”
For example, why is having too much adipose tissue a
bad thing? Why is the retention of excess nutrients in fat a
boon for babies and a bane for adults? Why is not enough
fat, as in diseases like cystic fibrosis and Lipodystrophy,
equally dangerous as too much? And why are some obese
adults nonetheless metabolically healthy?
The key for him is not so much preventing or treating
obesity itself as finding and breaking the links between
obesity and disease. “If we could understand why the
obesity causes the problem,” he says, “in theory people can
maintain their obese phenotype if they want to, but we will
have prevented the health complications, which is really
the problem with obesity.”
He and his colleagues are seeing significant progress on
this front.
“We think the difference between healthy fat and unhealthy fat has to do with the amount of inflammation that
occurs in that region,” he says. “In 2003, researchers found
that adipose tissue does not just contain fat cells but lots of
immune system cells — one of which is the macrophage,
which can generate inflammation when given a certain
stimulus. They’re pretty much all over the body, and they
help restore the system to balance in times of stress and need.
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This inflammation builds up over years and years, maybe
even decades. We think this is part of the problem. Obese
kids have many of these same inflammatory changes we
see in adults, and they have a much longer head start now.
Studies have shown this can happen as young as 3-years-old.
Unless we do something, it’s going to persist for decades.”
Although the Lumengs work with different tool kits and
target different kinds of adverse consequences, figuring
out what to do is the pot of gold at the end of the research
rainbow for them.
“I have to say I’m optimistic,” says Carey. “There are
multiple tests of simple anti-inflammatory pills that target
the macrophages and put them back in balance. They work
at a very low level, but you may not need much to stave off
this low-grade inflammation. And there are other interventions that don’t lead to weight loss but head off disease.
Exercise is one of them; building muscle mass instead of fat
mass has been shown to decrease much of this inflammatory burden.”

Julie Lumeng
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What we think happens in obesity is the system is out of balance, and the macrophages are part of that problem.”
The type of inflammation they produce is a major contributor to the development of cardiovascular disease and
Type 2 diabetes. It also, almost perversely, blocks the action
of insulin.
The field that Carey Lumeng works in, called immunometabolism, is also relatively novel. It arose in part from
the discoveries about the macrophage, and one of its chief
interests is how metabolism and inflammation intersect to
affect obesity.
“When I studied science, we thought the immune system
and nutrient regulation were completely separate,” he says.
“Now we understand they’re probably interconnected in
very close ways. That, for me, is where the fun comes in.”
Understanding new connections is part of that, as well as
a promising avenue.
“The unique part of the immunometabolism field is that
this inflammation is a very slow burn, a chronic, low-grade
problem,” says Carey. “Most of what inflammation people
study is, if you get a cold or pneumonia, what happens in
those three days that your immune system goes nuts on?
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CAN YOU JUST DO SOMETHING?
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hen the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s National
Institute of Food and Agriculture (NIFA) called
for proposals to test interventions in low-income
pre-schoolers, “Our team said, ‘This is the moment, let’s do
it,’” says Julie. “As every researcher experiences, I think, a
lot of people say that’s great that you’re studying underlying
behavior, but can you just do something?”
It’s especially important to develop early childhood interventions “because we know prevention is more important
than treatment,” she says. “Once a person becomes obese,
it’s incredibly difficult to reverse.”
In the NIFA study, they’re assessing the efficacy of two
different kinds of intervention. In one group, they deliver
a curriculum called POPS (Preschool Obesity Prevention
Series), which features standard components like drinking fewer sugary beverages and eating more vegetables, to
children and their families. In another — “the one we’re
hanging our hat on,” she says — POPS is combined with
the Incredible Years Series, an intervention that has been
shown to improve children’s emotional and behavioral selfregulation.
“We just finished year two of five so we don’t have
results yet,” she says, “but if at the end of that study we
discover that the most effective way to prevent obesity in
low-income children is by including a component focused

“A SUBSTANTIAL
PROPORTION OF
CHILDREN ARE OBESE
BY AGE 2. HOW DO YOU GO
FROM A NORMAL BIRTH
WEIGHT TO BEING OBESE
AT AGE 2? WE’RE
TRYING TO FIGURE THAT
OUT.” THAT SOMETHING
IS LIKELY A BLEND OF
GENETICS, BIOLOGY AND
THEIR ENVIRONMENT.
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on the self-regulation capacity, that would have big implications for policy. Is this the answer to the entire obesity
epidemic? Oh, no. Is it an important piece? Absolutely.”
But the Lumengs understand all too well that any piece,
no matter how important, faces a rocky road to implementation, one that’s filled with legislators, bureaucrats and
corporations, not scientists.
“The biggest source of pessimism in the field is that most
drug companies are not developing drugs for obesity or
diabetes treatment,” says Carey. “You’d think you’d have a
huge market, but regulatory hurdles are making people run
away. They’re not interested in pediatric treatments, either.
The market is not big enough for kids; most of them are too
healthy. Anything we use trickles down from the adults.”
As for the role of government, “I think we’re finding
there’s a gap between evidence and policy,” he adds. “A
naive scientist would think, ‘Oh, if I can show this or show
that and really hammer that down, that should be translated into policy.’ My new revelation, I guess, is that evidence
is only one component of what makes policy and it may
unfortunately be the least important.”
Since 2010, Carey has chaired the Annual Program Committee of the Obesity Society, a once obscure organization

that finds itself, as he puts, it, “in the middle of the firestorm.” He tries to use whatever leverage that position gives
him to reach between policy and science.
“Government attempts to do these big policy decisions
with marginal evidence, so we’re trying to bring policy
thinkers into our annual scientific meeting, which I think
is unique,” he says. “We have to understand the gap and be
part of the discussion of how to address this gap by bringing
them into the fold instead of shunning them.”
“I think legislation is going to be really critical,” says Julie,
“but it’s going to be hard to legislate away palatable food.
The horse is out of the gate. And even in today’s toxic food
environment, we still have people who are skinny. I would
argue that it’s not because they have amazingly better
self-control than anybody else. I think that we don’t fully
understand why there’s that variability, and the research
mission for the next 50 years is to understand.”
That should be enough to keep the Lumengs and their
colleagues busy, even though Carey rather playfully wishes
it were otherwise.
“In many ways, I’d love to be out of a job,” he says. “That
would mean we’ve fixed obesity. Unfortunately, it’s pretty
apparent it’s going to be around for a while.” [M]
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